
             

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

 

MYP Subject 
 

Arts Subject  
 

Humanities-Art Grade 
 

6 (year 1) 

Unit Title  
 

Stone age Unit Duration  8 weeks 

Outcomes /Aims 
 

Humanities  
An understanding of the interactions and interdependence of individuals, societies, and their environments 
An awareness of the connections with other subjects 
the skills necessary for the effective study of humanities 
Art 
Knowledge of materials people used at the particular time and sources for these materials. Practical activities to operate 
basic art materials and tools and develop skills in work with paper-mache, clay, wire, pastel, charcoal.  Development of 
creativity through different activities. Group work and sharing ideas, materials; An awareness of the connections with 
other subjects 

      
Unit Question: What were the Stone age people trying to tell us? 
 
Significant Concept:  
Through Art we learn the history of earlier people / Art is a vital tool for communication/ Art tells us about everyday life of earlier people 
 
Fundamental Concepts 
Holistic:  
Intercultural awareness: 
Communication: Man communicates different ways and forms; art can be one of them  
Core Areas of Interaction  Learning Objectives Learning Activities 
Humanities: Humanities: Humanities  
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ATL 
Retell events, Explanations,  
Concrete concepts, Paragraphing, Scanning, 
Self evaluate  

Human Ingenuity 
What message were the Stone Age people 
trying to convey? 
 

ART: 

ATL 
Developing motor skills (clay work, 3-D 
modelling, painting), group work and 
collaborative skills, supporting each other and 
learning from others’ work; Finding original 
solutions, self-evaluation, understanding areas 
for further learning and improvement, 
Following teacher’s instructions, Behaviour in 
class, Cleaning work area after work, 
Accepting advice from peers, Oral Skills – art 
work description, class discussion, answering 
questions 
 
Human Ingenuity  
Crating own materials and places to live. 
Using natural/row materials and transform 
them into objects (tools/ materials/objects 
people need. 
 
 

Criterion A- Knowledge demonstrate subject 
content knowledge and understanding 
through the use of basic descriptions and 
explanations, supported by a limited number 
of relevant facts and/or 
examples. (interims) 
 
Place and Space- Understand constraints and 
opportunities afforded by location (B) 
 
Time- describe aspects of people in past 
societies (interims) (B) 
 
Technical Skills- use sources such as maps, 
graphs, tables, atlases, photographs and 
statistics. (C) 
 
Technical Skills- represent basic information 
using maps, models and Diagrams. (C)  
 
Recognize the values and limitations of 
sources (C) 
 
Present and express basic information and 
ideas in a clear and concise manner. (D) 
 
Organize information in a logically sequenced 
manner, appropriate to the format use (D) 
 
Art 
Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of 
the studied art forms and materials (A) 

  
Pottery Activity- Collecting and gluing back 
pieces of a plate to understand the process 
experienced by archaeologists  
 
Introduction to note-taking. Students read a 
text in groups and paraphrase information. 
 
Source Work  
 
Making a cave with the Art teacher 
 
Activity on validity of sources  
 
Art  

- Paper-mache practice 
- Paper-mache with paint (different 

recipe) practice 
- Clay work practice  
- Drawing with oil pastel and charcoal  
- Team work in painting 
- Class discussions 

 
  



 
Developing creativity and applying individual 
ingenuity though different activities (B) 
 
Developing the ideas and personal 
interpretation to the point of realisation, 
communication of artistic expressions (B) 
 
Applying and developing skills and techniques 
(B) 
 
Evaluation of own work and understanding of 
areas for further improvement (C) 
 
Demonstration of motivation, curiosity, 
initiative and risk taking in exploring new 
ideas and materials (D) 
 

Assessment Tasks 
MYP Assessment Criteria:  
 
Humanities: 
A, B, C, D 
 
ART: 
A, B , C, D 

Formative Assessment: 
 
Humanities: 
Group work on note- taking  
Teacher gives written feedback on the 
students’ rough copies for their summative 
assessments  
Building a Stone Age cave- Kids get a deeper 
understanding of Stone Age Art  
 
Art: 
Comments and praises on 3-D modelling, 
drawings, team work, collaboration, 

Summative Assessment: 
 
Humanities  
Pottery Activity- drawing to scale and report 
(C and D)  
What were the three Stone Age Periods?- 
paragraph (A and D)  
Read the Text Hunters and Gatherers and 
answer questions (A) 
Reading text hunters and gatherers and 
identifying how has the environment helped 
Stone age people make art (B and D) 
 



communication, using materials and tools. 
Written short assignments (assessed in both 
classes – Art and Humanities) 
Self-assessment done by students during their 
work process and different activities 
 

Source analysis-  Why was the environment 
important (C and D)   
How reliable are sources? (C)   
 
Art: 
Art Theory (class discussions, journals) (A) 
Whole class/team project ‘Stone Age’ which 
include artefacts (team work) and individual 
pieces: ‘bones’, ‘stones’,  ‘pottery, ‘cave 
drawings’, clay work (people), etc. (B) 
Presentation, Evaluation of the process, team 
work and final product (C) 

Cross Curriculum Links Recommended Resources Comments 
Art and Humanities Art: 

Printed/laminated images of art works – cave 
paintings/drawings 
handouts – variety of printed images on the 
theme 
Posters on ceramic work 
Pencils, erasers, paint, paper, paper-mache, 
glue, brushes 
 

Art and Humanities teachers actively 
participates in the work process by coming to 
each other class and working together with 
students. 

Literacy Content 
Reading, note-taking and paragraph writing, identifying main ideas, reading comprehensions 
Evaluation  
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